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SUMMARY: We are amending the Horse
Protection regulations to expand and
clarify the procedures to be followed by
Designated Qualified Persons in
conducting inspections at horse shows.
exhibitions. and sales or auctions. These
amendments are necessary to better
protect horses under the Horse
Protection Act.
EFFECTIVE DATE: November 18. 1990.
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As part of the licensing process.
prospective DQP's are trained in
procedures we have established f.Jr
exsminJng a horse prior to exhibition or
sale. The inspection procedures include
bo,h examination by palpation of the
horse's pasterns and visual examinaliao
of the horse. In response to concerns of
both the horse industry and animal
welfare organizations that the guidelines
for preshow DQP examination of a
horse were not detailed enough to
ensure a uniform and adequate
inspection of all horses examined by
DQP's. we published in the Federal
Register an advance notice of proposed
rulemaking on May 12. 1989 {54 FR
20605-20600. Docket No. 89-(57). in
which we solicited comments on how
best to clarify and make more specific
the DQP inspection procedures. so as to
detect more effc!ctively horses that are
sore. We received seven comments in
response to our notice. After review of
the comments. we published a proposal
in the Federal Register on March za.
1990 (55 FR 11385-11387. Docket No. B9
222). to expand and make more specific
the regulatiOns regarding inspection of
horses.
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posture. distrel>sed expression, or II
reluctance to move.
Several CO!1l.ffienters recommended
that walking a ht.'Me in a serpentine or
"figure-8" pattern be made mandatory.
One commenter stated that indicia of
soreness are·very likely to appear y,'hen
a horse is forcl;;d to cross ever its
forelegs when turning. We agree that a
horse that has been sored willlike!y
give indlcations of that Sl.l. ene&! when
turning. and the wording in our proposal
was intended to make it clear that a
DQP should require such movement
when neceSiJary to help determine if a
horse is sore. To clarify that inlent. we
are rewording the provisions as
proposed to state that the DQP shall
direct the custodian of tha horse to wa:k
and tum the horse in a manner that
allows the DQP to determine whether
the horse exhibits signs of soreness.
Preshow InSpectiOIl Techniques

We proposed that thM DQP would be
required to foHow certain 8tJecified
procedures in physica:ly examining a
horse. We proposed that ilia DQP shall
digitally palpate the front limbs of !he
horse. with particular err.r:h1.sis on the
pasterns. Under our proposal, the DQP
Comments on Proposed Rule
would be required to examine the
We i..llvited written comments on our
posterior surface of the rastern by
picking up the root ar.d eX.imir.ing the
proposed rule. requiring that they be
FOR FURTltER INFORMAnON CONTACT:
po&terior (flexor) surface. The UQP
Dr. R.L. Crawford, Director. Animal
received on or before April 2.1, 1990. We
would be further req'lired to apply
received eight comments on the
Care Staff. Regulatory Enforcement and
proposed rule by that date. The
digital pressure to the pocket (swcus).
l\nimal Care. APHIS, USDA. room 269.
including the culbs of '.he heel. and
comments were from State agriculture
Federal Building. 6505 Belerest Road.
continue the palpation to the medial and
officials. representatives of horse
Hyattsville, MD 20782. (301) 43&-7833.
lateral surfaces of (he pastern. bdng
associations. representatives of animal
SUPPU:MeNTARY INfORMAnON:
careful to oLserve for responses to pain
protection associations. and horse
Background
in the horse. The DQP wou'd also be
owners and exhibitors. One commenter
required to extend the foot and lo?g of the
The practice known as "soring" is the
supported the proposal as written.
horse. while continuing to hold onto the
causing of suffering in show horses to
Another cotrunenter supported the
pastern. to examine the front (extC:l80r)
affect their performance in the show
proposed provisions but recommended
surfaces. ir."lciuding the coronary ba:ld.
ring. In 1970. Congress passed the Horse
other changes to the regulations. The
We also propcsed that the DQP may
remainder of the commenters either
• Protec:tion Act (15 U.S.c. 1821-1831).
examine the rear limbs of the horse in
referred to below as the Act. to
suggested changes to the proposed
like manner when he deems it
eliminate the practice of soring. by
provisions or suggested interpretations
necessary.
of the proposed provisions for
prohibiting the showing or selling of
sored horses. Exercising our rule making
enforoement purposes. We carefully
We proposed to speeuy that the DQP
power under the Act. we issued
considered all comments prior to
examine the horse to ensure that those
regulations published at 9 CFR part 11.
finalizing the proposed rule.
pads. other devices. and substances
prohibited by § 11.2 of the regulation8
refe~~ to below as the regulations. ~at Preshow Observation of Horses'
are not used. that the DQP ensure that
prohibit_devices and .methods that might
Movement
.. -sore;mrses;-In·1979;-ul'response-to1lD.-
_ the~9tlictionllon workouts and
performance. sp~citle(rirlTl-l.2(dI are
amendment to the Act. we established
We proposed to specify procedures
complied with. and that the DQP ensure
guidelines under which show
for the DQP to follow in conducting
that the "scar rule" provisions in 111.3
managements must. to avoid liability for
preshow i.nJpections. We proposed that
any sore horses which are shown. hire
the DQP shall direc:t the custodian of the of the regulations are not violated. We
also proposed that the DQP I:lSY carry
individuals trained to conduct preshow
horse to walk and/or turn the horse in a
out additional inspection procedures 8S
manner that allows the DQP to
inspections. These individuals. referred
he deems necessary to determine
to as Designated Qualified Persons
determine whether the horse exhibits
whether a horse is sore.
(DQP's). are trained and Ucensed under
signs of soreness. While watching the
horse move. the DQP would determine
One commenter suggested that the
industry-sponsored DQP programs that
we certify and monitor.
whether the horse moves in a free and
requirement that the front limbs of t..'l.e
The requirements for DQP licensing
easy manner and whether it is free of
horse be palpated should be expanded
art'! set forth in t 11.7 of the regulations.
any signs of soreness. such as unusual
to state speclfit,;ally that the DQP must
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inspect and palpate the leg from the
knee downward. with particular
"emphasis on the fetlock and pastcrn
areas. The commenter's
recommendation is consistent with the
intent of our proposal. and we agree that
making the proposed provision more
specific will clarify our intent. We are
therefore requiring in § 11.21(a)(2) that
the DQP digitally palpate the front limbs
of the horse. from knee to hoof. with
particular emphasis on the pasterns and
fctlocks.
One commenter recommended that
DQP's be required to check for soreness
from above the knee on the foreleg. We
do not agree that examination above the
knee is necessary. Soring between the
knee and shoulder has not generally
been evident and. if present. can be
detected by observing the horse's
movement.
One commenter recommended that
the proposed requirement that the DQP
inspect for ".;olations of the "scar" rule
be written more specifically to slate that
the DQP must look underneath any long
hair on the fetlock and pastern for
evidence of scarring or generalized
edema violative of the scar rule. While
we believe that the proposed provisions
make it clear that inspections must
include examinations for scar rule
violations. we believe our intent can be
strengthened with further clarification.
We are therefore adding wording to the
proposed provisions in § 11.21(a)(2) to
require that the DQP shall inspect the "
horse to determine whether the scar rule
provisions are being complied with. and
particularly whether there is any
evidence of inflammation. edema. or
proliferating granuloma tissue.
Several commenters stated that any
horse with puffy pasterns should be
turned down at inspection as exhibiting
evidence of soring. We do not agree that
po.lffiness alone should be grounds for
disqualification. Such a condition can be
caused by a number of factors unrelated
to soring. such as long-term standing.
vascular problems. or insect bites.
One commenter stated that the
regulations should prohibit long hair on
the-fetlock-'8nd-pasterns.=ex~-ept-for---

breeds for which "feathers" are part of
the breed show standard. The
commenter. stating that long hair tends
to interfere with both visual
examination and palpation.
recommende:l that the hair be required
to be clipped to no more than y~ inch.
We are making no changes based on
t.~is comment. Adequate inspections can
be made of horses with long hair. and
we do not believe that it is necessary or
reasonable to prescribe a maximum hair
lcngth.
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Ona commenter stated that enough
We are therefore including in this final
e.. ide:-:.ce exists that soring of horses'
rule a provision that DQP's shall not
rear limbs takes place to require that
inspect horses more than one class
rear limbs be inspected at least from the
ahead of the time the inspected horses
hock downward on a routine basis. with are to be shown. We are providing
further that inspected horses are to be
particular emphasis given to the back of
tte pastern. The commenter
held in a designated area that is under
recommended that. as a minimum. the
observation by the DQP's or Department
regulations specify when inspection of
inspectors. and that the horses shall not
the rear legs is necessary. Based on our
be allowed to leave the designated area
before showing.
experience conducting inspections at
shows. we do not agree that the soring
One commenter stated that a limit
of horses' rear limbs is prevalent enough should be set on the number of people
to warrant including their examination
permitted to enter the holding area after
for every horse inspected prior to
inspection. We agree that such a limit
showing. However. we agree that the
would reduce the possibility of soring
rear limbs of each horse that is
after inspection. and are providing in
this final rule that only the horse. the
inspected after showing should be
rider. and either a groom or trainer will
examined. (The regulations require that
be allowed in the designated areas.
all Tennessee Walking horses and
racking horses tyed first in their class or
One commenter stated that the
rl'gulations should require DQP's to
event be inspected.) We are therefore
weigh all action devices and measure all
requiring in this final rule that postshow
examinations shall include inspection of pad assemblies to determine compliance
with the regulations. Proposed
the horse's rear limbs. The inspection
1 11.21(a)(3) only requires DQP's to
required for the rear limbs will be the
same as that required for the front limbs. ouserve and inspect horses to determine
compliance with the provisions in § 11.2.
In addition to requiring that postshow
including. among other things. pads and
inspection include examination of a
horse's rear limbs. we are also providing action devices. We agree with the
comment that action devices. pads. and
in this final rule that a DQP may
other equipment should be weighed and
examine the rear limbs of any horse
during preshow inspection if he deems it measured to assure compliance with the
necessary.
regulations. We are therefore changing
One commenter stated that the DQP
our proposal based on t..':!is comment.
Several commenters recommended
guidelines should set forth the kinds of
reactions that are symptomatic of
that the temperature. and the pulse and
so ring. While we believe that it would
respiration rates. be taken of all horses
be instructive to regulated parties to
suspected of being sore. The
include general guidance on symptoms
commenters stated that a Bore horse will
quite often have an elevated
of soring. and have done so in this final
temperature. as well as an elevated
rule. we do not agree that it is
pulse and respiration rate. We are
appropriate to attempt to include an
exhaustive list of symptoms in the
making no changes based on this
regulations. To adequately protect
recommendation. We do not consider
horses. a degree of discretion must be
temperature. and pulse and respiration
rates. valid diagnoses of sore horses. A
left to the Inspector in detecting
horse that is warmed up will generally
symptoms of soring. However. as
show some or all of the described
general guidance. we are providing in
conditions and. conversely. soring will
this final rule that those horses that
show signs of pain response on physical
not necessarily elicit such symptoms.
examination. have poor mobility. cannot
One commenter recommended that.
move freely. or have difficulty walking
when a horse is suspected of being sore.
and it has not been determined that the
or tur!ling shall be considered sore. We
.a ..e..also-lpecifying-that-all-horses in "----soreness-i~_ilolelym-th~'Pastem -area. it -
violation of the scar rule shall be
be required that the horse have its shoes
considered sore.
pulled and be checked' for pressure
shoeing. Another commenter
One commenter recommended that
recommended that shoes be pulled at
the regulations specify that no horse
the end of a show from all horses
may be brought to a DQP inspection
more than one class in advance. The
placing first or second in championship
classes. We are making no changes
commenter recommended further that,
based on these comments. Under the
following inspection. the horse not be
permitted to return to its stall or trailer.
current regulations. inspectors already
We agree that the possibility exists that
have the authority to pull shoes when
a horse that has passed preshow
they deem it necessary. We do not
inspection could. in certain situations.
consider it advisable to require the
be sored before entering the show ring.
removal of shoes unless there is some
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n~ason to believe that removing the
shoes will provide evidence of sorlng.
Requiring routine pulling of shoes would
no1 only be unnecessarily costly. it
would also increase the chances of
damaging the horse's hooves.
One commenter stated that when a
horse displays a sore way of moving. its
rear legs should be palpated for
soreness. edema. or scars. We do not
agree that incidence of soring in the rear
legs has been prevalent enough to
require preshaw palpation of the rear
legs on a routine basis. It is the DQP's
prerogative to check the rear legs when
!:Ie or s'he considers it necessary.
Because of the danger to inspectors thllt
can exist when palpating the rear legs of
a horse. we do not consider it advisable
or necessary to require such palpation
prior to the horse's showing. unless
some indication is given that the rear
legs have been sored.
One commenter stated that when a
horse is suspected of being sore. and the
DQP cannot nnd the cause of the
soreness. examination of the horse with
hoof testers should be required. Hoof
testers are devices for detecting pain i:1
a horse's hoof. We do not consider it
advisable to require DQP's to use hoof
testers. Hoof testers. when not used by
experts. can provide false readings and
can be potentially barmful to 8 horse.
Although some DQP'I possess the
expertise to use hoof testers, many have
not had the training or experience to use
them effectively. and we do not consider
the use of such devices necessary in
detecting soring on a routine basis.
Several commenters recommended
that prior to actual inspection for soring.
the horse be checked for aHigator clips
in the mouth. under the tail on the vulva
and on the sheath. Such clips. if used.
can distract a horse from the DQP's
inspection. Based on our experience
inspecting horses at shows. we ~o not
consider the use of alligator clips
prevalent enough to require the DQP to
look for them in every case. and are
making no changes based on the
commenters' recommendation.
However. we do beHeve that DQP's
should be observant for any lignS of
abnormal behavior in a horse.

grooms. and exhibitors from holding a
horse during inspection. Such persons
can have a calming Influence on the
horse being inspected, and can therefore
facilitate the inspection process and
help safeguard the personnel conducting
the inspection. We also do not consider
it advisable to specify where the person
holding the horse should stand. because
the best position for holding a horse will
vary from case to case. We agree with
the commenters. however. that. to
conduct adequate inspections. it is
necessary to ensure that the person
holding the horse does not interfere wiLl}
the examination procedures. To this
end. we are including in I 11.21(a)(4) a
pro\<ision that pro,,;des that the DQP
shall not inspect a horse if it is
presented in any manner that might
cause the horse not to react to a DQP'I
examination. We are providing that the
DQP shall instruct the custodian of the
horse to control it by holding the reins
apprOximately 18 inches from the bit
shank. Further. we are providing that a
horse shall not be inspected if whips.
cigarette smoke. or other actions or
paraphernalia are used to distract the
horse during examination.
Several commenters recommended
that blood be drawn from any horse
found to be sore, and be screened for
chemicals used in the soring. We do not
believe that it is necessary or advisable
to require such 8 procedure, In addition
to presenting the risk of infecting the
horse. sucb a process would not be costeffective. U a horse is determined to be
sore. a violation has already occurred.
and it is not necessary to determine
whether specific chemicals are present
in the borse's blood.
In I 11.21(aj{3) of our proposal. we
provided that as part of the required
inspection procedures, the DQP shall
observe and inspect the horse to
determine wh!ther the provisions of
t 11.2 of the regulations are complied
with. In the supplementary Information
of our proposal we stated that such a
determination would include the DQP's
ensuring that the restrictions on
workouts and performances specified in
Ill.2(d) are complied with. Such
restrictions limit the length of workouts
~"~Several.eomm:enters.late(Hhat'during-"" for 2.iyear..:oldhorses;One" commenter
stated that it would be a practical
inspection. the horse should not be held
by a trainer, groom. or exhibitor. to help
impossibility for the DQP to monitor the
prevent the practice of "stewarding."
workouts of these horses. The
Stewarding is the training or handling of commenter stated that the inspection
areas provided to the DQP are in most
a horse in such a way that It does not
react to pain during inspection. One
instances some distance from, and out
commenter recommended that. during
of clear view of. the show ring.
According to the commenter. because of
inspection. a handler be required to
stand to the side of a horse. raUler than
this positioning it would be unworkable
in front of it. to guard against
for the DQP. who must inspect and
stewarding. We do not agree that it
observe the borses preshow. to also be
would be advisable to prohibit trainers.
required to monitor the show ring. The

commenter. representing a number of
horse industry ussociations. stated that.
according to current industry practice.
the judge who is officiating the show
enforces the t:me limitations set forth in
i 11.2(d). Based on these concern!!. the
commenter requested that proposed
§ 11.11{a)(3J be deleted.
We do not consider it appropriate to
d~!ete Ill.21(a)(3J. which we continue
to believe is f!ccessary to ensure that the
DQP determines that the pads. other
devices. and s'l!:!stances prohibited by
§ 112 a.e not used. We agree with the
commentE'r. howev"lr. that it is not
practical to make it l.he DQP·.
reepor:sibility to 11\50 ensure that the
tiGle limitaticns on workouts for 2-year
old horses are complied with. We are
therefore amending I 11.21!a){3) of our
proposal to make it clear tha t such
mc,niloring of workouts will not be the
DQP's rEs~ons:bility,
Several co:nI:'!cnters stated that the
inspection area should be open to
viewing by the general public. We are
making no changes to the {1roposa\
based on this comment. While nothing
in the re2ulations prohibits viewing of
inspections by the publir:, how visible
the inspection area is will necessarily
vary from case to case. In many cases it
would interfere with the efficiency of the
inspection and the safety of personnel to
allow unlimi~d access to the inspection
area.
One commenter stated that some
leeway shodd be granted the DQP in
determining how detailed the L'1specticn
procedure should be. The commenter
expressed the cpinion that it may not be
necessary tor every horse in every show
~o be palpated and observed in motion.
One of the reasons we initiated
rulemaking regarding DQP inspection
procedures was to help ensure
uniformity in insj)ections at horse shews
across the country. Our own experience.
a3 well as recommendations made by
the horse industry and animal welfare
organizations. had indicated the need
Cor more uniform procedures. We
therefore do not agree with the
commenter that a DQP should be given
the discretion to "pass" certain horses
. withGut.cjnspection.and-we·arenot--~-"
including such a provision in this final
rule.
One commer:ter recommended that
the regulations provide that the DQP be
allowed to examine a horse without
interference until making a decision
with regard to the horse. It is unclear to
us what type of interference the
comt'Ilenter is referring to. and we are
making no changes based on this
comment. However. we will examine the
iS3ue of whether DQP's are being
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i~terfered with in conducting
inspections and will take whatever
action is appropriate.
Unloading and Bam Areu

We stated in the pro}Xl.ed rule oW'
Lelief that inspection of borses b the
unl..)srung and bam areas of Ihow or
flale grounds would enable a DQP to
detect soreness in horses and other
violations of the regulations, such as the
use of prohibited substances. In order to
establish effective procedures for such
inspections. we proposed to lequire that
horse industry organi.zation. or
associations that are seeking. or that
have been granted. certification of a
DQP program submit to the Department
for approval procedurel for condw:.ting
such inspections. Under the proposal.
those associationa and orgaJJ.izations
seeking DQP program certir~tion
would be required to submit the
procedures for approval along with the
other information required for
Department approvallalder current
§ 11.7(b). Those organizations or
associationa with DQP progrlUll8 that
bve already been certified will have 30
t:l3YS from the publication date of this
c!ocument to receive Department
11 pproval of such procedures.
Several COIr.menters addressed the
p~(}posed pro'llision that DQP programs
have in place procedures Cor inspection
of horses in the unloading and barn
c,:-eas of show or lale grounds, prior to
t;,\! horses' being shown. Two
c~mmenters recommended that the
f!>gula!ions not mandate mass
b"specfion in the bam area. One of those
c"rnmenters recommended thar aD
r~opo1!led provisions regardinar
ir.spections in bam and unloading areu
be deleted. The commentera stated that
a major \'Olume of bam-area inspec:tlons
\·,·ould deplete manpower and other
I'Csources that COlIld be used most
efficiently to ensure II high level of
inspection o(horees entering or leaving
the show ring. Bot.h commenters stated
thst any !JOring that would be detected
in the u:llcading 01' bam areas would
also be d"tected durintl the nennal
preshow examination. One of the

vlew horses and to examine thOle
showing Signs of soreness. and that tIM
DQP be empowered daring llueh
inspections to check Jeg WTappings. tack
boxes. and other equipment for illegal
lIubstances.
While we believe that in many case.
DQP inspectiona in unloading and barn
areas can 'De a valuable tool .dete..Hr.g
w
.... •
eon'nc "'e do not bell·e.... that l't I'.
'"eppropriate
.,. .. to specify in
.  the r~ations
that unloading and barn areu must be
i'"!spccted at every shew. Horse shoWtJ
\' ary so greatly in size. physialilayout.
and duration that it would not be
practical to make bam and WLloading
area inspections mandatory in aU cases.
As one commenter pointed out. many
shows are for one night only. have no
permanent stables, and are poorly lit
outllide the immediate show area. We
continue to believe. however. that in
many cases monit0rin8 of barns and
unloading areas can facilitate the
detection of soring. and we are Including
in this final rule the requirement that
DQP programs include procedures for
monitoring of horses in the unloading
and bam areas of show or sale grounds.
as well as preparation and warmup
areas and other such areas. prior to the
horses being shown. To emphasize the
a·1.
f .1. .. DQP to ".....
...-..L..-t
ucuon't you,..,
I~
inspections wherever he deems
necessary. we are revising f 11.7(b)(&}
as proposed to provide that such
procedures may include inspection of
any horse that is stabled. loaded on a
trailer. being prepared for show,
~xhlbition. .ale. or auction. being
exercised. 01' that ia othetwise on the
grounds of. or present at. an, horse
show. borse exhibition. or harM sale or
auction.
With regard to the recommendation of
one commenter that DQP'a be given the
authority to cbec.k equipment for illegal
substances. such autharityalready.
eXi8tJJ under § 11.2(b) of the ClUTlmt
replationa.
Additiooai Issues
One commenter stated that. in light of
the additional inspectio:r1 responsibilitlee
contemplated by the proposed rule, the

show. the .how shall have af least two
DQP'I! employed on the grounds.
Section U.21(c) of the proposed
provisions stated that the DQP sha!1
assess appropriate penalties for
violations. as set forth in the rule book
of the certified program under which the
DQP is licensed. and shall report all
violations. in accordance with
I 11.20(b)(3). One commenter correctly
noted that. under current practice..
DQP'. are responsible for identifying
borses in violation of the regulations.
and for disqualifying these horses from
competition or sale. but are not
responsible for assessing penalties.
Under the current If1Item. penalties are
assessed by the certifying organiut!on.
The commenter alated that th.b system
helps ensure a unifonn. consi'Jtent. and
equitable a88essmenl of penalties, We
agree with the commenter that it would
be inappropriate to transfer the
responsibility for assessing per-aWes to
the DQP. and are providing in this final
rule that the certified DQP organizstion
shall be responsible for assessing
penalties.
One commenter stated that we ahouid
consult with the American Aasociatio!l
c.r Eq";.... e Practitioners (or • 1l00estiona
..........
on an.....
effective inspection procedure.
In
formulating the regulation•. we drew on
our own enforcement experience under
the Act, on comments from the public.
and on scientific data available to us.
Among the veterinary profeSSionals on
Olll staH is a member of the American
Association of Equine Practitioners.
A number of the issues addressed by
the cornmenters were outside the scope
of the propoaal. In particnIar. several
commenters recommended that specific
provision. be inctuded in the regula tiona
regarding the type. or penalties to be
imposed for violations of the
regulation.s. Other commentera
recommended changet or additioI:3 to
the regula tiona regarding wba should be

li?ens~d 88 a DQP. and what sort of
\/lOlati~ ~y whom. ahouldlead to
decertIfication of. DQP program.

--eammentet'8reeo~ndedthat-any-·:'~th!.~th·.ab.anouJd.reqt"""
en~~~vt.e·~"o~r-· ;:,e~:=~!~:llii'ioorule~
requirements fO!' inspectione In bam and ... _..
\AI

unloading areae allow for e-xemptione
fDr small shows.
Conversely, another commenter
recommended lb.t the regnlation.
require observation of horses. being
unloaded. and that fhe regulatioDil
require and empower the inepector ta
remove leg WTIIptI at the l.+me of
unloading. The commenter
recommended fUrtbeJ' that the
regulations rec:;illre regular in'peetioll of
bam areu during a show, in order to

......_ " ' "

,""-'

more DQVa. W. agree that the more
entrin in • show. tbe peater tM time or
personnel needed to complete pre.how
inspectiona in an adequate fashion. The
horse indu.try .lreadY recognize_ tid.
fact. and is currently YOIuntariIy
assigning two or more DQP'. to large
show.. Couslatent with IDdustry
practice. and in recognition of the
practical requirements of large showi.
we are providing in thie find rule that if
more than 100 entries are entered In •

-0

pro'riai,~' in • 11.3. reque~d the .
prohibItion of the use of action dlMces
and other items or eqatpment, or.
.
requested restrictioDa on or exaJr..matlon
of the equipment th.t may be taken into
holding areas aftill' bUJpection. h noted.
these iuues are outside the ecope of the
propoaed provlsions. However. we will
carefully review each of these
recommenda tiona. and win take
whatever action is appropriate regRrdlng
them.
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Executive Order 12291 and Regulatory
Flexibility Act
We are issuing this rule in
conformance with Executive Order
12291 and Departmental Regulation
1512-1. and have determined that it is
aot a "major rule." Based on information
compiled by the Department. we have
determined that this rule will have an
effect on the economy of less than $100
million. will not cause a major increase
in costs or prices for consumers.
individual industries, Federal. State. or
local government agencies. or
geographic regions. and will not cause a
significant adverse effect on
competition, employmenL investment.
productivity. innovation. or on the
ability of United States-based
enterprises to compete with forelgn
based enterprises in domestic or export
markets.
The changes to the regulations specify
the procedures Designated Qualified
Persons (DQP's) must follow when
inspecting horses in accordance with the
Horae Protection Act regulations. The
changes will help ensure that the
procedures that DQP's are already
trained in are uniformly followed.
Additionally. the regulations require
that DQP programs include procedures
for inspection of horses in unloading
and bam areas. We expect that
implementation of these regulations will
cause no change in the number of shows
inspected by DQP's. Although we are
providing in this rule that shows with
more than 100 entries must have at least
two DQP's. such a practice is already
being followed by the horse industry.
We do not believe that the cost to show
management for a DQP's services will
increase as a result of these changes.
Under these circumstances. the
Administrator of the Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service has
determined that this action will not have
a significant economic impact (tn a
substantial number of small entities.
Paperwork Reduction Act
Th' rul
taO
.-~
ti
IS.
e con ms no new Lluorma on
colle.ctlon or recordkeeping
reqwrements under the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.s.c. 3501 et

Authority: 15 U.S.C 1823. 1824, 1825.
1828, 44 U.S.c. 3506.

and

2. In 111.7. paragraphs (b) (6). (7). and
(8) are redesignated as paragraphs (b)
(7). (8). and (9). respectively. and a new
paragraph (b)(6) is added to read as
follows:

f

11.7 c.nHlcatlon and n~ of

designated qualified penons (OOP·s).

•

"

(6) Procedures for monitoring horses
in the unloading. preparation. warmup.
and bam areas, or other such areas.
Such monitoring may include any horse
that is stabled. loaded on a trailer. being
prepared for show, exhibition. sale. or
auction. or exercised. or that is
otherwise on the grounds of. or present
at, any horae show. horse exhibition. or
horse sale or auction.

f

§ 11.20 [Amended)

5. In 111.20. paragraph (b)(2). the third
sentence is revised to read as follows:
... " • Such physical examination shall
be 'conducted in accordance with the
inspection procedures provided for in
I 11.21 oHhis part."
6. In 111.20. a new paragraph (e) is
added to read as follows:
111.20 Aeapon8lblllUes and Uabilities of
management.

(b) • • "

"

41993

•

11.7 [Amended]
3. In 111.7. paragraph (f)(1). the first

sentence is revised to read as follows:
"Each horse industry organization or
association having a DQP program
certified by the Department shall issue a
written warning to any DQP whom it
has licensed who violates the rules.
regulations, by-laws. or standards of
conduct promulgated by such horae
industry organization or association
pursuant to this section. who fans to
follow the procedures set forth in 111.21
of this part. or who otherwise carries out
his duties and responsibilities in a less
than satisfactory manner. and shall
cancel the license of any DQP after a
second violation. • • ...

"

(c) The management of any horse
show. exhibition. sale. or auction that
designates and appoints a DQP to
inspect horses shall appoint and
designate at least two DQP's when more
than 100 horses are entered.

•

"

•

•

"

7. Sections 11.21 and 11.22 are

redesignated as 1111.22 and 11.23
respectively. and a new 111.21 is added
to read as follows:
111.21 Inspection procedur.. for
designated quaJlfled parsons (ooP's'.

(a}(l) During the preshow inspection.
the DQP shall direct the custodian of the
horse to walk and turn the horse in a
manner that allows the DQP to
determine whether the horse exhibits
signs of soreness, The DQP shall
determine whether the horse moves in a
free and easy manner and is free of any
signs of soreness.
(2) The DQP shall digitally palpate the
front limbs of the horse from knee to
hoof. with particular emphasis on the
pasterns and fetlocks. The DQP shall
examine the posterior surface of the
pastern by picking up the foot and
examining the posterior (flexor) surface.
111.7 [Amended]
rhe DQP shall apply digital pressure to
4. In 111.7. paragraph (g). the first
the pocket (sulcus). including the bulbs
of the heeL and continue the palpation
sentence is revised to read as follows:
"A_ h
. d try
. ti
to the medial and lateral surfaces of the
n.u.y orae m us orgaruza on or
association having a Department
pastern. being careful to observe for
certified DQP program that has not
responses to pain in the horse. While
received Department approval of the
continuing to hold onto the pastern. the
inspection procedures provided for in
DQP shall extend the foot and leg of the
paragraph (b)(6) of this section. or that
horse to examine the front (extensor)
otherwise faU. to comply with the
surfaces. including the coronary band.
.
ts
tain d in thi
ti
The DQP shall examine in a like manner
reqwremen con . e
s .sec on.
.
.
may have such certification of Its ~P
the rear b~bs of all horaes m~pected
·-se¢,...--····_·-~.--._.-··'---·-···--·--~::tM::U=:'~:~~~=~~~t::~!:rli!b:1:..:;t~~:~e=::~:~~he ..---....
Usa of Subjects In, CFR Part 11
fanure to comply with the requirements
preshow when he deems it necessary.
Animal weUare. Horses, Humane
in this section. such organization or
While carrying out the procedures set
animal handling. Soring of horses.
association takes immediate action to
forth in this paragraph. the DQP shall
also inspect the horse to determine
rectify such fanure and takes
Accordingly. 9 CFR part 11 i.e
appropriate steps to prevent a
whether the provisions of 111.3 of this
amended as follows:
recurrence of such noncompliance
part are being complied with. and
particularly whether there is any
within the time period specified in the
PART 11-HORSE PROTECTION
evidence of inflammation. edema. or
Department notification. or otherwise
REGULAnONS
adequately explains such failure to
proliferating granuloma tissue.
(3) The DQP shall observe and inspect
comply to the satisfaction of the
1. The authority citation for part 11
Department " " ...
all horses for compliance with the
continues to read as follows:

,11994
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provisions set forth in' 11.2{aJ through
~ 11.2{c) of this part. All action ~vices.
,;ads and other equipment shall be
weighed and I or measured to detennine
if they are in compliance with the
regulations.
(4) The OQP shall instruct tile
rustodian of the horse to control it by
hulding the reins approxiInately 18
Inches from the bit shank. The OQP
;;hall not be required to examine a horse
if it is presented in a manner that miBht
c:ause the horse not to react to a DQ1"s
examination. or if whips. c:iaarette
s make. or other actions or paraphernalia
lire used to distract a horse during
~)(amination. All such incident. shall be
reported to the show management and
i:'e OQP licens
organization.
(b)The OQP
inspect horses no
more than one class ahead of the time
the inspected horses are to be shown.
Inspected horses shall be held in a
designated area that is Wlder
observation by the OQP or Veterinary
Smv;ces representative. Hones shall
nut be permitted '0 ~8Ye the des:igDated
<'I!'ea before showing. Only the bone. the
rider. and either a groom or trainer shall
be allowed in the designated area.
(c) The DQP may carry out additional
inspection procedures a. he deems
necessary detemdRe whether the
,horse is sore.
(d) The certified DQP organization
shall assess appropriate penalties (or
violations, as set forth in the rule book
of the certified program Wlder which the
DQP is licensed. or as set forth by the
Department. and shaD report aU
violations. in accordance with
§ lUD(b)(3} of this part.

'0

§ 11.24 (AnIeIKfed)

8. In , 11.24. paragraph (a}. first

sentence. the word. ". 11.21(0)(1)

through § l1,21(a)(6}" are removed. artd
the words ".11.22(8) (I} through (Or are
added in their place.
Done in Washington. DC. this nth day of
October 1900.
Robert Melland.
Actin, Administrator. AnimDl andP/Olit
Health Inspection SerrfCll.
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